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MAINTENANCE NOTICE 

Contact Setting Procedure 
for 

US&S Shelf Relays 

In the early days of relay adjustment and calibration, there was limited equ,ipment available for 
electrical test. Test equipment of the day consisted of batteries and slide wire resistors used to 
provide adjustable current for calibration of the relays. Voltage and current instrumentation 
consisted largely of moving coil meters which had 0.25% full scale accuracy, but limited 
resolution. Further, the slide wire resistors did not provide a truly linear, finely adjustable current 
variation, but more of a small s1ep-by-step change as the slide moved from wire to wire. With 
modern equipment, we have the ability to make very small incremental changes of voltage and 
current and have the ability to measure these changes to four decimal places resolution. The 
accuracy can be 0.01% or better if appropriate instruments are used. 

The characteristics of the ordinary acting neutral relay are such that if very small current changes 
are made, the relay armature can be held at almost any position between full stroke pick-up 
and release where the force of gravity and front contact pressure is exactly opposite the pull of 
the magnet coils. Thus the relay can be made to "hang" if one is careful enough with the 
current adjustment. With such fine control, the difference in adjustment of each front contact 
becomes readily apparent, particularly if lamps are used to indicate the front contact opening. 

For many years, the contact adjustment procedures had not changed. The contacts were set with 
a spacer under the stop pin such that they were "just open", or "light perceptible" between the 
contact surfaces. There can be a difference of opinion between individuals as to how much light 
is perceptible. There can also be disagreement as to whether the contacts are closing "at the 
same time". The contacts then were set using opinion to define the accuracy of the contact 
setting. 
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SHOP PROCEDURE 

In order to eliminate "opinion" and to provide consis~ntly more accurate contact settings, we 
are revising, effective immediately, our shop specifications to require that a spacer under the 
stop pin 0.0025 inch smaller than the spacer used to adjust the "front" contacts open wiU cause 
all the "front" contacts to be closed. A spacer under the stop pin 0.0025" larger than the 
spacer used to adjust the "back" contacts open will cause all the "back" contacts to be closed. 
Further, the accuracy of contact settings is being increased by adding a lamp circuit through 
the contacts to indicate whether they are open or closed. With lamps on, contacts are closed, 
with lamps off, contacts are open. This new procedure for the shelf relays is exactly the 
procedure used to set the contacts on our PN 150/PN250 relays. When properly set, upon pick
up, the maximum difference between a closed front contact, and any open front contact will 
be no more than 0.005 inch. The same applies to the back contacts upon relay deenergization. 
This has been an acceptable situation for the plug-in relays and is no compromise in quality or 
operation of the relay. 

FIELD PROCEDURE 

With this new procedure for the shelf relays, it is necessary to revise the traditional method of 
inspection of completed products. The contact settings cannot be accurately verified by a visual 
inspection through the plastic cover. At the point the armature just picks up, one or more 
contacts can show light just perceptible while the others appear to be closed. Since the 
maximum difference between one contact open and the others closed is 0.005 inch, light just 
perceptible on a contact shall be considered acceptable. At the pick-up calibration value, all 
contacts must be closed, and at the release calibration value, all front contacts must be open. 
When the relays are calibrated at the factory, the armature is in a particular position relative to 
the pivot-to-bushing play. During shipping, this position can change. It is desirable to operate 
the relay several times, at the charge value, in order to set the relay into its settled position 
before measuring the calibration values and observing the contact settings. 

When conducting incoming inspection, carefully look for obvious shipping damage such as 
broken covers, or parts shifted out of line. Observe that the armature has free movement while 
the heel springs float between the front and back contacts. Place the relay into a test stand 
and operate it several times at the charge value. Following the instructions in the service 
manual, perform a calibration check. If the relay meets the calibration values and shows no 
shipping damage, it can be considered fit for service. 

The service manuals are being revised to reflect the changes as stated above. 


